
From: Gary S. Gevisser - daacstar@yahoo.com 

Subject: the poor do get the picture, but not on wide screen plasma TV 

To: thomas.wright@yahoo.com 
Cc: rest; rap@diamonds.net, pamela@sajac.com, moira@sajac.com, 

lenda@sajac.com, ilana@sajac.com, diane@sajac.com, tanya@sajac.com, 

avra@sajac.com, michael@sajac.com, mdiamond@sajac.com, wendy@sajac.com, 

jeanine@sajac.com, mabramowitz@sajac.com, linda@sajac.com, 

tamara@sajac.com, brian@sajac.com, suzanne@sajac.com, sheldon@sajac.com, 
merle@sajac.com, carol@sajac.com, steve@sajac.com, reuben@sajac.com, 

info@soberman.com, kslezak@soberman.com, wfw@soberman.com, 

szuk@soberman.com, adam@just3ants.com, Att-sec@israelemb.org, 

Augusbenito@hotmail.com; Dr. John Pollard Jr. - JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu, Nicholas 

Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam 

Inc.; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Ernest Slotar Inc.; The Cow - BIG BEN 
aka The IT's writer; King Golden Jr. Esq.; Jeff Miller - News Editor, Rapaport 

Report; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; Maxwell M. Blecher Esq; Jared 

Stamell Esq - Stamell & Schager, LLP; Diana Henriques - NY Times - author of The 

Sharks of Wall Street; geoffreyrothwell@yahoo.com; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes 

Scholar-Rich Clinton; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; United States 
Justice Department; editor@shanghaidaily.com; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The 

Diamond Invention; editors@jpost.com; Mossad; President@whitehouse.gov 

Date: Wednesday, July 2, 2008, 4:13 PM 

 

Tom, when can we expect this problem to be taken care of? 
  

Gary 

  

Ps – I assume the main reason we haven’t heard back from you is that you are too 

busy celebrating with your friends and family around the world the ongoing arrival 

of worldwide peace, following my strong suggestion all the Jewish people of the 
world especially Jewish South Africans, “move on”. 

  

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/arabie-asuwish.pdf 

  

Not to mention you would know the importance of being a woman, no strike that, 
the importance of playing each card dealt as if your life depended on it, given how 

you don’t have a clue whether in the next moment you are meeting up once again 

with our Maker whose only command is that we retain our intelligence at all times 

and never think ourselves so smart that “sumhow” [sic] our life is more important 

than even a blade of grass and nor for that matter whether one card is less or more 
important than the other and to play it to the best of our ability. 

  

To mention little of this US$1 plastic part for a not exactly inexpensive patio glass 

table top that connects the four legs that has taken more than a week to get 

ordered and still at this very moment, 2:00 PM Pacific Standard Time there is no 
guarantee it is in stock or whether we can have it delivered before this July 4th 

celebration which in the event the table were to topple over, not only could all the 

food, drink and of course dessert end up being fed to the ants but just think of all 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/arabie-asuwish.pdf
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the unnecessary trampling on each and every blade of grass that otherwise would 

have been left alone in peace and quiet. 

  
To mention in passing that I have been assured by the owner of Gardenology in 

Encinitas, California, telephone number (760) 753-5500 that she has been in touch 

with Brown Jordan in Texas, and most wonderful Lily appears confident the part will 

be shipped overnight. 

  
Wouldn’t you agree that with the price quote of US$1 apiece we should order 

"tTOo" [sic]? 

  

Please click on the hyperlink below to stay updated on yet another important 

GEVISSER REPORT: 

  
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/bmarkowitz-imagine.pdf 

  

You are surely beginning to perfectly understand that it is Jewish South Africans 

who have always known better than any other group of people in the entire world 

how much of a joke was Hitler and his 3rd Reich who simply moved south to grab 
the riches of South Africa that along with wiping out as many Jewish people as 

possibly during World Oil War II was the primary goal of WOW II and that whatever 

Jewish people with any fight left in them, who survived the mainly Jewish Holocaust 

of WOW II, would be “mopped up” in the so orchestrated massacre that had been 

planned by the American-British Governments for May 14th, 1948 immediately 
following David Ben Gurion giving the name Israel to the newly born Jewish State? 

  

Let me just spell it out a little more given how I am still having difficulty getting 

Adam L. Tucker to explain what he did in that so very important 34 minutes which 

prevents me from giving him an additional assignment that I know from past 

experience, if I were to be so foolish, will have him thinking that he has fooled me 
once again, and so it isn’t all that easy when navigating just3ants.com to just go, 

click, click, click and see how easily everything pieces “to-get-her” [sic]. 

  

Not to mention Adam has placed up on just3ants.com a “Confessional Booth” and I 

think you would agree he should be the first to confess beginning with his latest 
obfuscation and to spell it all out in the simplest of English, which of course I will 

run it by you as well as others including Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad. 

  

The very first time Jewish South Africans heard the so often used and most 

revolting expression, “If there wasn’t a Black Problem in South Africa there would 
be a Jewish Problem” each and every one of us understood this was simply the best 

excuse us void of all spirituality, nothing in the least bit Yiddish kop Jewish people 

could come up with for stealing blind from the majority Black population, period. 

  

Without exception each and every Jewish South African will agree that they and/or 
their parents and/or grandparents began deriving without any consideration to their 

“spirituality”, let alone the so very recent assault on European Jewry, great 

satisfaction from such putrid thoughts, immediately after the National Party of 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/bmarkowitz-imagine.pdf
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South Africa seized power on May 26th, 1948 and immediately began instituting the 

most Nazi like Apartheid Laws that not only every Jewish person in South Africa but 

each and every Jewish person in the entire world as well as each and every Gentile 
with a morsel of brain perfectly understood was to provide De Beers and Co. with 

slave labor to mine the rich mineral resources of South Africa stolen from the 

majority Black population using the big gun of the De Beers controlled US-British 

government whose only “legal standing” is their brute military force. 

  
So now you might say, “Who gives a rat’s ass about fairness”? 

  

The fact that it might not bother you much when I say that I care a lot about 

“fairness” and I am also willing to abide by not only the “rules of fair play” but will 

rely upon all the laws the most undemocratic country in the world, the United 

States of America, currently has on the books to prove my point without the 
slightest of fear which is not to say I cannot imagine a whole bunch of rogue United 

States Attorneys combining with a whole bunch of rogue members of the United 

States Congress et al and doing what they do 24/7 and plotting to make my life a 

misery as they first have to get through their own miserable thoughts. 

  
Let’s not, however, lose track of the thoughts of the worst peoples of the world, 

namely Jewish South Africans who know better. 

  

Each and every Jewish South African who has ever heard of the country Israel 

knows that such a rigged, so non-democratic South African General Election which 
not only unseated the great Statesman Jan Smuts, the best friend the Jewish 

people have had in modern day history, but this black mark of black marks 

excluded some 80% of the South African population, took place some 12 days after 

Ben Gurion and Co. had pulled off the most extraordinary victory on a battlefield in 

the annals of warfare, given how both the British and American Government under 

the total command and control of the De Beers Group were both shocked and 
furious. 

  

Of course you will have noticed how so very quiet is the entire world’s Jewish 

leadership at this time without us having to go back a single moment in time. 

  
Lets also not waste a moment thinking about what Ben Gurion and Co. were 

thinking but rather what De Beers and Co and all their lawyers around the world are 

thinking right now as they realize the poor do get the picture, but not on wide 

screen plasma TV. 

  
It is no longer, so what that De Beers and Co. were the principal financiers of both 

the Allies and Nazi Germany, providing diamonds to be used in the manufacturing 

of precision tooling as well as when bartering for other much needed resources for 

war including oil which could only be reached given how most of the oil in the 

Middle East is buried deep underground by De Beers’ exclusive diamond tipped 
drilling bits always price fixed at more than a barrel of oil. 

  

Consequently, today’s beneficiaries of these great profiteers of war know ONE most 



important thing; namely, everyone else that this mafia of mafia, price fixers of price 

fixers were “taking care of” would go along with De Beers and Co ALSO knowing 

how much financing as well as intelligence to share with both sides includes those 
such as the Italians who when going “back and forth” was the first sign to any 

logical thinker that there was a “rat” in play. 

  

For those vomiting uncontrollably hit delete at any time. 

  
For those not depending upon multi-million US-De Beers Trust-Hush-Funds 

continue rejoicing by carrying on reading. 

  

Thomas, let’s just assume for the moment that neither you nor anyone you know 

including me was as smart as David Ben Gurion being fed in “real time” the exact 

same intelligence that devout Christian Field Marshall Jan Smuts, second-in-
command to Churchill, was providing Ben Gurion headquartered in Jerusalem, 

Israel. 

  

Let’s just also assume you had like most of us, totally fuckhead parents but you 

had a history teacher in elementary school who told you the following story: 
  

There was this very non-Aryan looking Austrian who could barely make a living as a 

wall paper hanger, and before that, Hitler with not exactly blonde hair and blue 

eyes, was a failed artist painter, and before that a Little Corporal in World War I. 

  
When in jail after robbing a bank this black hair, dark brown eyes, pussy like 

moustache sitting on his upper lip, decides to write a book entitled, Mein Kampf in 

which he expresses his outrage toward the bloodsucking Jewish people who are 

labeled by all anti-Semites as the world’s bankers who manipulate the currencies of 

the world, creating havoc in the markets places before plunging the world in to war 

after war after war, and concludes that this abomination should be wiped off the 
face of the earth. 

  

Then you are told that it wasn’t all that long before Hitler who was placed in power 

on January 30th, 1933 after non-Jewish and highly anti-Semitic American bankers-

business people impressed upon the former Chancellor of Germany that the only 
way to avoid further calamity in Germany after these anything but Jewish money 

printers backed up by the brute military might of the 3 Branches of the US 

Government had collapsed the German Mark requiring a barrelful to purchase a loaf 

of bread, was suddenly rich, fancy girlfriend, fancy car, fancy villa, fancy everything 

and of course well fed dogs and so was Germany as this country which had 
supposedly lost World Oil War I decisively, now had all the money in the world to 

afford the diamonds handed to them free of charge by De Beers and Co. to make 

the precision engineered tools to make the fighter aircraft, tanks, pay for the oil, 

the salaries of the soldiers plus all the beer and the food to feed the starving 

Germans and with any diamonds that remained to use as collateral when buying 
other goods and services as well as commodities such as gold and diamonds, and if 

that still wasn’t enough to steal. 

  



Now all of that makes perfect sense but what your teacher fails to point out that 

when Hitler and Co. were designing their death-slave Concentration Camps in both 

Germany and Poland which Hitler invaded some 6 years later in September 1939, 
no one thought it important to ask Hitler why shouldn’t his name be first on the list 

of those to be exterminated given how not only was he the most non-Aryan the 

most non-athlete of non-athletes besides of course for the most evil IT, but it 

wasn’t exactly a “state secret” that Hitler had a good deal of “Jewish blood”? 

  
So then you go on to the playground and you say to yourself,  

  

“This doesn’t really make sense apart from I know two things; first, if my history 

teacher taught me everything then what else would a history teacher  have to 

teach; and second, I also know that Hitler said, the great masses will more easily 

fall victim to a big lie than a small lie”. 
  

Then by the time you get home you have figured out, helped greatly by your Charm 

School Teaching, to communicate with your fuckhead parents  by saying: 

  

“Mommy and Daddy”, and always remembering to look both of them square in the 
eyes even if your Dad is Romulus and your mother Remis. 

  

“The thought occurred to me that there had to be a reason why my history 

teacher didn’t spell this all out in real time apart from the fact that if she had 

and didn’t have access to the internet she would be dead like the best of the 
best of the Jewish people and those extraordinarily few who remained who 

hadn’t been co-opted-corrupted and knew better than to talk”. 

  

Now of course, it is preposterous to think that Hitler and Co. would be “intellectually 

honest” and sign their names “on the dotted line” but what about all their 

beneficiaries including those so gullible masses buying in to De Beers-Hollywood-
Madison Avenue’s, “A Diamond is Forever-A Girl’s Best Friend”!! 

  

I take the liberty of assuming that my use of the word, “rat” a bunch of paragraphs 

above didn’t get you all that distracted into thinking about Pythagoras’ Right Angle 

Triangle Theorem unless you felt as I did it would help not only you but everyone 
reading this in the future; and remember those who saw an advanced copy 

concentrate that much more knowing that I have a better than average command 

of numbers and understanding of human nature that has become over time 

extraordinarily stupid and of course that much easy to understand, all reflected in 

how well I can predict “market trends”; and so there is every reason to believe that 
you might still think I am smart even if you think I had nothing to do with the 

problems now facing Starbucks, given how any “know it all” today would say that 

going back to the summer of 2006 after I began to broadcast to the “smart money” 

people as well, my “findings” about Starbucks’ diabolical behavior in kowtowing to 

their virulently anti-Semitic Kuwaiti Royal family, that it was inevitable that the 
share price of Starbucks would begin its precipitous collapse right then, without it 

having anything whatsoever to do with me, since who out there besides for all the 

smart money people in the world know the first thing about me and/or my 100 or 



so internet websites under construction from the bottom up beginning with my first 

footsak.com with that rather awesome Perfect Storm II story, that now appears to 

be down, but they were so very smart in recognizing that Starbucks had reached 
“saturation point” here in the United States which is why right at that precise 

moment all these so now talkative “know-it-alls” began to short the shares of 

Starbucks and made a “killing” in the process. 

  

Do you have any idea of how boring I find the so boring lazy filthy rich with simply 
too much time on their hands and who we can all sit patiently by and watch them 

expose themselves that much more as they focus exclusively on supporting the 

Trust-Hush-Funds of their kids who they are relying on to be that much more 

corrupt than them? 

  

In fact you might agree it is fair to say you wouldn’t find a single financially rich 
person in the world let alone a Professor of Economics like Geoffrey Rothswell of 

Stanford University who would argue with my “prescient timing” in predicting both 

the rise and fall of no more than 10 other highly visible public corporations which if 

you had an iota of intelligence would take your breath away without me reminding 

you that I had little difficult persuading my very business astute, math wizard 
French-Canadian wife to send out her very first email to gold traders on December 

31st, 2002 that began: 

  

It seems that Mr. Gevisser might in fact be on to something…  

  
Click HERE to read the rest of this very entertaining communiqué. 

  

You know the last day of 2002 would have been the most perfect time to begin 

buying gold, and so you come away with also understanding why it has never been 

difficult for me to gain access to the very top business people in the world, that is 

until very recently, as my “footprint” on the internet leading directly to the very top 
echelons of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel began to increase exponentially; 

and of course, were I to bother trying and then to be refused access to the very top 

executive of any private or public corporation, you can bet your bottom worthless-

fictitious so very blood stained De Beers-US Dollar I will make a point of informing 

you as well as the world in “real time”, of course. 
  

Of course this all does more than do one excellent job of explaining why today it is 

mostly South African Jewish people still living in South Africa as well abroad like me 

mostly living here in the United States, who are so extraordinarily “deafeningly 

silent” caused mostly not because their consciences have been “pricked”, on the 
contrary most of these pricks, and not one Jewish woman I know has been 

circumcised, have absolutely no conscience, and again why it is that they are so 

deafeningly silent, but because most of all, they are realizing that they, who have 

considered themselves the smartest of the Jewish people throughout the world and 

us Jewish also believing by and large that we are not only the “chosen” but the 
smartest of all the people of the world, are so very stupid, having been so duped by 

De Beers and Co. that key to building a secure nest egg was to spread “foreign 

capital” throughout the world in a “time of need”. 

http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Summary.htm


  

In the words of Adam L. Tucker, following his careful read of my 7,441 odd word 

email to Jewish South African Allan Rabie who has been added to the “$ hit list” 
[sic]:  

  

“Until China, South Africa was the world’s largest producer of gold; which 

explains why it was essential to get currency off of the Gold Standard and 

why the United States led the way. If Gold backed currency then logic would 
dictate that South Africa would have been king of the hill. Additionally 

“foreign investments”, i.e. foreign owned companies in South Africa further 

ensured that the resources taken from the land would never stay in the 

country long enough for any of the natives to get their share of the graft.” 

  

And if you don’t believe me about Jewish South Africans being the most arrogant 
sons-daughters-of-bitches in the world just gatecrash one of their parties and may I 

suggest you simply wear a Hasidic-ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatter outfit and 

why not have a clearly printed name tag with my name high up on your lapels and 

underneath the long black coat wear say 6 of our t-shirts and the top being the 

SUPERFICIAL  POPE-SWASTIKA-FISH EYE-FISH design with the words on the back, 
THE FISH ROTS FROM THE HEAD DOWN, and the last one before showing your 

hairy chest, wired of course, is the “I don’t lie, steal or cheat” t-shirt. 

  

Now even someone such as yourself who has never really given much thought to 

opening up a numbered Swiss bank account has to be laughing your head off at 
these now so very quiet imbeciles who simply know there is absolutely no way for 

them to hide their stupidity as I make a point with of course your great assistance 

in placing their names on my “$ hit list” [sic]. 

  

Of course the Jewish people of South Africa are not alone in having a choice of 

speaking out and distancing themselves from the rest of the brutally arrogant pack 
of liars, cheats and thieves who have counted mostly on non-Jewish and poorly 

educated US Americans to do the “heavy lifting” by enlisting in the US economic 

draft to maintain De Beers and Co.’s tyrants throughout the world beginning with 

South Africa. 

  
You are not alone in understanding the importance people like virulently anti-

Semitic American Charles W. Engelhard and his father before him who started 

Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals first headquartered in Newark, New Jersey back 

in 1902, attached to being in command and control of the rich mineral resources of 

South Africa and the last thing they wanted were smart, competent and honest 
Jewish people interfering with their “gravy train”. 

  

Yes, it is quite a coincidence that in that same year the Anglo Boer War that was 

financed by De Beers and Co. including J. P. Morgan ended which was also the 

same year that Cecil Rhodes, the founder of De Beers who started the Anglo Boer 
War in 1899, the same year my maternal grandfather Al Ash was born, died; and 

yes this same year 1902 was the year equally virulent anti-Semite Ernest 

Oppenheimer who would take over as Chief Executive Officer of the combined 
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holdings of De Beers and Anglo American in 1929, the year of the stock market 

crash which was the same year Al Ash’s only daughter, my mother Zena was born, 

arrived in South Africa. 
  

So even you and each person you know can rejoice knowing that you are today as 

knowledgeable as all these imbecile Jewish South Africans so very quiet also 

realizing that they too have duped into believing that the only goal in life was to 

“make money” no matter how and to get it out of “hot spots” like South Africa as 
quickly as possible. 

  

It is rather important to never forget that most Jewish people throughout the world 

including South Africa have very little if any involvement in the diamond trade but 

that hasn’t prevented them from profiteering so very handsomely ALL AT THE 

EXPENSE of the State of Israel. 
  

Again, you just have to look how non-religious Jewish people are not joining me in 

speaking out against the Black Hatters who non-religious Jewish people throughout 

the world all know that the Black Hatters are immersed in the diamond trade 

throughout the world who we all know are not in the least bit supportive of the 
State of Israel all the while exhorting monies out of the treasury of the State of 

Israel given how part of their role as being the “cushion” of this so anti-Jewish 

mafia of mafia is to promote the use of all currencies beginning of course with the 

US Dollar that is most closely linked to De Beers and Co. 

  
Yes, even non-religious Jewish people are only Jewish when it suits them, just like 

the rest of the selfish-shellfish imbeciles. 

  

Go ahead and smile broadly and yes take a very deep breath knowing that time is 

very much on the side of all of us on the side of “light” and that includes the great 

majority of the hard working peoples of the world who like you have incredible 
technical skills that includes the most excellent carpentry. 

  

Moreover, today you have the same wealth of knowledge as most of these Jewish 

South Africans who know mostly only how to push paper all the while supporting 

the most anti-Semitic mafia of mafia, the DeBeers Anglo American Cartel whose 
goal long before the outbreak of WOW II was to either murder or assimilate all the 

remaining Jewish people. 

  

And of course you would perfectly understand they have done the most marvelous 

job at that just by seeing how many Jewish South Africans are sponsoring 
just3ants.com. 

  

Furthermore, you would know that in addition to me still being alive and 

broadcasting 24/7 I "sumhow" [sic] find the time to address each problem that 

crosses my path that allows me not only to enjoy life, helped greatly by staying 
very fit pretty much all my life, thanks first and foremost to both my parents who 

allowed me to fly free and high from the very start, that allows me most of all to 

reap Knowledge-Information-Light 24/7 including when sleeping sounding, and 



waking up “light on my feet” and happily awaiting my next meeting with our so 

extraordinarily and beyond belief most vengeful Superior Being who you would 

agree would gladly welcoming each one of us giving Him-Her a hand? 
  

And even when sleeping my internet footprint continues to grow exponentially 

causing not just hypocrite Jewish people throughout the world but all the fuckhead 

Gentiles equally hypocritical to feel increasingly and I daresay exponentially 

paralyzed knowing that even if the good, smart Lord were today to give me a break 
and reunite me with my so very missed Pypeetoe my pure logical writings will 

survive at least as long as today’s future ants. 

  

So tell when in the history of time would you prefer to be alive? 

  

And can you imagine how much better tomorrow is going to feel? 
  

Would you like for me to send you a draft of my forthcoming email to Mr. Pener, 

the Chief Operating Officer of Conflict Securities Advisory Group under the 

command and control of my old pal Roger W. Robinson, the protégé of senior De 

Beers banker, David Rockefellar, chairman of the board of Chase Manhattan Bank-J. 
P. Morgan and Co. and founder of the Trilateral Commission? 

  

BTW have you figured out how much wealth you need to survive this so contrived 

economic depression apart from the wealth of knowledge I have shared with you 

for free? 
  

In other words don’t you feel incredibly smart to know that yesterdays US$75 

billion hand out by the US Federal Reserve to the superrich of Wall Street who just 

push paper back and forth amongst themselves only has the masses “pulling their 

hair out” trying to figure it all out, and you now have the opportunity to make a 

difference and inform them that first of all they should feel invigorated, not 
hopeless which is the one and only goal of the brutal ruling elite who expect them 

very shortly to resort to violence starting out brutally killing themselves. 

  

I assume you got your copy of the heavily broadcasted communiqué I began 

sending out yesterday? click on hyperlink below: 
  

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/arabie-asuwish.pdf 

  

Ps II - Dont you also agree it is a joke that people are not revolted by what athletes 

and entertainers such as Rush Limbaugh are paid? 
  

Ps III - Do you see much of a difference between Rush and entertainer Hitler who 

riled up the masses of Germans with all his rhetoric all the while promising them 

beer and food in their stomachs after US American bankers led by J.P. Morgan and 

Co-De Beers-Chase Manhattan Bank crashed the German Mark, wiping out all the 
savings of the hard working German masses, apart from Hitler doing a better job of 

controlling both his food and drug intake, and not many that bothered by Hitler’s 

limp wrist? 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/arabie-asuwish.pdf


  

Ps III – Please help me find a way to get all subscribers to Wildblue whether happy 

or unhappy like me with your service, to spotlight now, more than ever, all those 

on my, “$ hit list” [sic] beginning with the most educated such as Dr. John K. 

Pollard Jr. so that it is not just people like Tefo and Augusto Benito Vargis who 

know to not only watch out for big nonsense talkers like Dr. JKP Jr. but the 

youngsters with far smaller a brain that our universities graduate without any skills 
who wander the world on their Trust-Hush-Funds inciting the likes of Augusto and 

Tefo to violence. 

  

[Word count 4544] 
 

 

 
____________________________________ 
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 5:38 PM 
To: thomas.wright@yahoo.com 
Cc: 'Gary Gevisser' 
Subject: Wild Blue Satellite Trouble 

 
Hi Thomas, 
 
We are having problems again 
 
Can you come by and adjust our satellite? 
 
Thank you for your time, 
Adam 
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